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The study of receptor-ligand interaction and the
Abstract measurement of receptor densities and affinity constants in

The accurate measurement of the concentration of a vivo has been investigated for more than 10 years [2], [3], [4].
radioisotope in small s_uetures with PET requires a correction The knowledge of these parameters is of prime importance for
for quantitation loss due to the partial volume effect and the the understanding of fundamental biochemistry and could
effect of scatter_ radiation. To evaluate errors associated with constitute a valuable tool for the clinical characterization of

measures in the human basal ganglia (BG) we have built a pathological states. However the precision of the method used
unilateral model of the BG that we have inserted in a 20 cm to derive them must become reliable enough to prevent
cylinder. The recovery coefficient (RC --- measured findings of contradictory results [5]. Such precision will be
activity/true activity) for our BG phantom has been measured achieved through the combined effort of chemists,
on a CTI tomograph (model 931-08/12) with different biochemists, biomathematicians and physicist if they can label
background concentrations (contrast) and at different axial and use the pertinent radiotracer [6], design and develop the
locations in the gantry. The BG was visualized on 4 or 5 optimal protocols and adequate models [7], improve the
slices depending on its position in the gantry and on the instrumentation and implement the necessary correction
contrast used. The RC was 0.75 with no background (contrast schemes to improve image quantitation.
equal to 1.0). Increasing the relative radioactivity Errors in quantitation are accentuated when measuring
concentration in the background increased the RC from 0.75 to activity concentration in small smlctures such as the human
2.00 when the contrast was-0.7 flSG < Background). The RC basal ganglia (BG). lt is known that structures whose
was also affected by the size and the shape of the region of dimensions are smaller than two times the resolution (full
interest (ROD used fRC from 0.75 to 0.67 with ROI size from width half max (FWHM)) of the instrument in ali directions
0.12 to 1.41 eta2). These results show that accurate RC cannot be exactly quantitated [1]. The notion of recovery
correction depends not only on the volume of the structure but coefficients (RC) for a given object has been introduced as the
also on its contrast with its surroundings as well as on the ratio of the measured over the true activity concentration in the
selection of the ROI. They also demonstrate that the higher object [8]. The RC of various structures in the brain have
the contrast the more sensitive to axial positioning PET been previously evaluated as a function of resolution of PET
measurements in the BG are. These data provide us with some instrument assuming that the structure is located at the center
information about the variability of PET measurements in of the tomographic slice, and that its shape can be
small structure like the BG and we have proposed some approximated by a simple geometric form [9]. The effect of
strategies to improve the reproducibility, contrast gradients in the surrounding tissues on RC has also

been emphasized [10]. The contribution of ali these factors
I. INTRODUCTION needs to be evaluated in order to avoid misinterpretation of

PET data. Indeed in a kinetic study involving a tracer that
A Positron Tomograph (PT) is an elaborated nuclear specifically binds to receptors in the BG the image contrast

counting device that measures the concentration of a positron- increases with time and the errors in the PET measurements
emitter in a volume element of a given object. A major effort are not systematic.
has been devoted to the development of quantitative Positron A large number of tracers have been developed for probing
Emission Tomography (PET) instrumentation to provide different aspects of the dopaminergic system [11]. For
accurate data from which functionality can be derived [1]. example, tracers for probing dopamine metabolism, dopamine
Incleed from the distribution in space and time of a radiolabelled reuptake and dopamine receptors are ali under active
molecule, biochemical functions and physiological parameters investigation. The primary region of interest in the brain, for
can be assessed through the use of blood chemistry and the dopaminergic system, is the basal ganglia, a subcortical
biomathematical models that describe kinetics processes structure of irregular shape having a total volume of about 13
undergone by the tracer in the organ studied, cre3 [12], which contains the highest concentration of

postsynaptic dopamine D2 receptors. Therefore an
assessement of the errors incurred in measuring the
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structure. We have conducted a series of PET experiments on a frequency cutoff of .5 cycle/pixel) to smooth the projection
CTI tomograph (model 931/08-12) to evaluate, at various data anti our practical transverse resolution is 8.5 mm. The
contrast levels, the effect on quantitation of the limited axial resolution is6.2 mm (b'WI-IM) for cross slices, 6.7 mm

resolution of PET, of scattered radiation and of slight for direct slices. The separation between slices is 6.75 mm
mispositioning of the patient in the axial direction of the and the total axial length scanned is 108 mm. The image
gantry. We had previously shown that as axial resolution of
PET camera increases small mispcsitions (on the order of 2 pixel size is adjustable and was set to 1.565 mm while the
mm) can introduce large errors in the quantitation of small matrix size was 128x!28.
objects whose shape is irregular within the tomographic slice
[13]. C. The e:_t_erimentalprocedure

Based on our initial results, we were able to assess the
variability of our measurement and to identify some sources of The scanning was performed as done for clinical procedures.
these variations. We propose here some techniques to reduce Attenuation correction was computed with measured correction
their influence, factors. A transmission scan of the phamom was acquired,

using 8 thin annular sources filled with solid germanium-68
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS. (half-life = 275 days). The average number of true counts

(including scatter counts) for the reference as well as the
A. The basal ganglia model transmission scan was 5.107 per slice. We did not correct the

A unilateral basal ganglia (BG) model was built by using transmission data for scattered radiation. However, from
horizontal sections of a brain atlas (The Stn]cture of the transmission measurements of cylindrical phantoms (13 cm
Human Brain. a Photomravhic Atlas by DeArmond, Fusco and and 20 cre) filled with water we have evaluated a linear
Dewey) as a reference for anatomy. Briefly, modelling clay (5- coefficient of attenuation of water (for 0.511 MeV gamma-
7 mm thick) was placed directly on the photographic images rays) o_"0.0947 + 0.0013 cm "1 (2% lower than the true value
such that the entire structure, including the head of the caudate of 0.0967 cre" 1).
nucleus, putarnen and globus pallidus was completely covered Ten measurements with a single isotope were made using
on every image upon which they appeared. Subsequently these Fluorine-18 (F-18 ; half-life = 109.8 mJn.) in the BG. For the
clay molds were stacked together from the most caudal level to fhst five experiments, there was no activity in the background
the most rostral end of the basal ganglia. The edges were (contrast equal to 1) and there was 2.69 uci/ml (0.1 MBq/ml)
smoothed carefuUy and the whole clay mold was cast in rubber
where it stood for 24 hours. Using paraffin, another mold of in the BG. The total activity in the field of view was about
the basal ganglia was made from the rubt',,'r cast. The latter 17.5 uci and, at this low level of radioactivity, the dead time
mold was then used for the final step of the process during losses were less than 1% and no random were collected. Two
which it was covered with lJ .id acrylic. Upon completion of scans were taken with the phantom at the same position in the
the outer surface a hole was drilled and the paraffin was melted gantry while the other three were taken shifting the position of
and thoroughly removed from the inner cavity. The hole was the phantom (by moving the computer controlled bed) along
subsequently used for the insertion of radioactive solution, the axial direction by steps of 2 mm. The same procedure
Our BG model had an internal volume of 6.5 cm3 consistent was followed for the other five measurements except that they
with the average volume of a unilateral human baszd Ganglia were done with activity in the background (BK). The ratio
[12] and could be rigidly attached inside a 20 cm cylinder. As BG/BK was equal tr 3.5 and the true contrast, defined here as
with images of the distribution of N-Methylspiroperidol CR=(gG-BK)/(BG+BK), was equal to 0.55. The activity in
(NMSP, a dopamine D2 receptor antagonist) in the human the background was 0.36 uci/ml (13.3 MBq/ml) which
brain [14], the BG phantom appeared, on the CTI 93I, on 4
or 5 slices depending on the contrast and on its axial position corresponded to about 1 mci in the field of view. The dead
in the field of view. time losses were in the range 10-12% and the randoms were

about 3-4% of the true plus scatter counts. The ten scans were

B. The tomograph five minutes long. The true activity concentrations in the BG
and in the BK were measured in a well counter cross calibrated

The experiments were conducted oi,. a CTI to,',lograph with the tomograph and whose precision was Y...2%. Ali the
(model 931-08/12) which has been described elsewh:_,re [15]. images were corrected on line for dead time losses and random

Briefly it is an eight ring system capable of producing 15 registration, and sinograms were processed to compensate for
slices simultaneously, lt is a whole body unit and each ring the attenuation of the 0.511 MeV photons as described above
has a diameter of 102 cm. There are 512 Bismuth Germanate and for the variations in sensitivity of individual detectors.
(BGO) crystals per ring and then 4096 total crystals which are They were also corrected for decay to a fix reference time.

- assembled in blocks of 8 (in-plane) by 4 (axial) crystals In another experiment the dual isolope procedure proposed
coupled with 4 photomultiplier tubes. The transverse by Cooke and Evans [16] was used. Carbon-li (C-II ; half-
resolu_on of the system, at the center of the ganu3' is 6.0 life = 20.4 min) was used in the BG and F-18 in the BK. The
mm (full width half-max (FWHM), obtained from the image phantom was located at its original position and the initial
of a line source reconstructed with a Ramp filter). In our contrast measured on the well counter was 0.90
standard operations, however, we use a Hanning filter (with a (BG/BK=19.5). The initial activity concentration in the BG



was 32.7 uci/ml (1.2 MBq/ml) while that of the BK was 1.68 circular ROI are sensitive to a small shift of 2 mm in the axial
uci/ml (0.062 MBq/ml). Initially there was about 5 mci in the direction of the gantry. The average CROI value is 0.75 ±
field of view of our tomograph, the dead time losses were 0.03 (mean ± SD), which corresponds to a 25% quanti_don

about 60% and the randoms were 18% of the trueplus scatter loss for the small circular ROI. The reproducibility of the RC
counts. Twenty nine scans (6.8 minums each) were acquired in value at position 0 strongly suggests that the variations are
a dynamic mode and the contrast at the end of the experiment due to the effect of axial positioning rather than to the
was -0.83 _G/BK--O.09). The images were corrected for statistical fluctuations. They are less pronounced but still
random dead time loss and attenuation as described above but noticeable for AROI where the average is 0.67± 0.02 (mean ±

not for radioecdve decay. SD). The quantitation loss is this time 33% and our data
illustrate the magnitude of variations that can be introduced by

D. Region of Interest definition the type of ROI.
We have applied a scatter correction algorithm on our data.

Two ROIs were defined for the BG on the tomographic which consisted of a simple deconvolution assuming an
slice where it appeared with the apparent highest concentration, invariant exponential shape for the scattered radiation
The first one was circular (CROI), contained 5 pixels and was distribution [17]. The parameters of the exponential were
located in the structure in such a way that edge effects were determined from the measurement of a Ge-68 line source

minimized. The second one was in egular and followed the centered in the 20 cm cylinder. The scatter fraction was 0.10

contour of the BG as it appeared on the PET image. It and the exponential slope was 0.13 cm"1. The correction
contained at least 75 pixels aad was designated as the resulted in a consistent 9% increase of ali the RC values.
anatomical ROI (AROI). lt should be noted that this type of

definition is subjective and depends largely on the investigator Table I

as well as on the color scale used to display the image. We RCvalues for the BG as a function of bed position and type of ROI
have used thL approach to compare the results between a large (BK = 0, bedpositions are 2 mmapart)
and a small ROI and to provide some insight on the

importanceof the strategy used for the definition of the ROI. BED CROI AROI

A large Region of Interest (ROI) of 1200 pixels was drawn POSITION (5 Pixels) (>75 Pixels)
in the background (BROI) on the slice where the BG was 0 0.74 0.68
defined. Spill over effects from the BG was minimized by '
allowing at least 3 times the resolution (FWHM) between the 1 .... 0.71 . 0.65 ......
region and the BG. Values obtained for BK were used to 2 0.76 0.66
assess the precision of the correction for random, dead time 3 .... 0.80 0.70

0 0.74 0.69and attenuation on our scanner and to insure the proper cross .............
calibration with the well counter.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION In table II we have reported the RC values for BG and BK
when the true contrast was 0.55. From the values in the last

A, The single isotope experiments column we can evaluate, that, at the level of radioactivity used,
the precision of our PET measurements (which includes the

In ali our subsequent tables we have reported RC values effectiveness of the various correction applied to the raw data)
defined as the ratio of measured value on the PET image over is 2%.
the measured value on the well counter, lt should be pointed Values for CROI and AROI are larger and less sensitive to
out that the concentration of radioisotope in the BG was axial shift than the values reported in table I. This observation
assayed once at the beginning of the ten single isotope was somehow expected since radioactive sources, located at
experiments, and that the same "true concentration "value was different axial position within the tomographic slice, and
used for ali our measurements, originating from both the BG and the BK are integrated in the

In table I we have reported the results obtained for the lust PET measurements. The partial volume effect variations due
five static experiments when there was no activity in the to axial shift are then minimized by the presence of activity in
background. RC values vary from 0.65 to 0.80 (23% the background. The quantitation loss is 21% for the circular
variation). Although our model has a larger volume than that ROI (0.79+--0.02; mean-f.SD) and 28% for the anatomical ROI
of a cell with dimensions equal to 2 times the resolution (in (0.7+2±0.01 ; meagf-SD). The increase of the RC is a result of

the 3 directions) of the tomograph (3.8 cm 3 = 1.7xl.7xl.3), the influence of the background activity on the BG
there is a quantitation loss which is larger than 20%. Part of measurement. The variations of the BG measurement, when

it is due to the effect of scattered radiation and part of it to the using a large ROI, are similar to that of the background. They
partial volume effect since the shape of our model is not are slightly better than for a small ROI at the expense of a
uniform within the tomographic slice. As can be seen in the greater quantitation loss. The results show that at a true
first column of table I the values obtained with the small
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contrast value of 0.55, the influence of small axial shift is studies except in some pathological stales (such as stroke for *
masked by the influence of the background activity, example).

TableII

RC valuesfortheBG andthem_.asafunctionofbedposidonand 5e+01 - '

typeofROI (BG/BK=3._,bedpositionsare2mm apart) I + BG (C-11)

, ".. & BK (F-18)
BED CROI AROI BROI ._..... BG (Ideal)

POSITION (5pixels) (>75pixels)0200 pixels) _ 4e+O --= BK (Ideal)

0 0.79 0.72 1.00 _ -
1 0.80 0.72 0.99

2 0.79 0.73 1.02 '_

3 0.82 0.72 1.02 _ 3e+O
0 0.77 0.70 0.98

".-*.+ ,+
>

BesidestheconstantquantitationlossthataffectstheBG '_o2e+O "+,,,+

measurementwhichismainlydue itssizeand shapeourdata <

outline that variations in the 10% range of the values obtained _ 4"
fromasingleexperimentcanbeexplainedby technicalfactors Isuch as the size of ROI, the image contrast or the subject le+O • ,
positioning. These factors will affect measurements in small 0 100 200

regions like the BG and should be considered when comparing Time (•in.)
different populations or when testing individual several times
under different activation states. We did not include in our Fig. 1 Comparison between predictr..dand measured time

analysis the effects of non uniform resolution in a circular activity curve (dual isotope experiment)
ring of detectors [18] since these effects are minimal, when a
system with a large diameter ring of detector is used for brain
scanning, provided the patient is well centered in the field of
view of the tomograph. The following section further 3
elaborates on the importance of the contrast on the
determination of RC.

m
B. The dual isotope experiment m

m 2 []
The results obtained from the dual isotope experiment are _ m

detailed in figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 plots the time activity
curve obtained from CROI and BROI along with the calculated In
curve obtailw.d from the initial concentration measured in the _" m

_, [] mm•
wellcounterand from theknown half-lifeof eachisotope. _ I
The measm'edbackgroundagreesnearlyexactlywiththe _ [] []m m
calculatedoneand theRC forBK fluctuatesbetween0.97and [] [][]ra[]mmmmlEllp

1.02which againisan indicationof theprecisionof the

variouscorrectionsappliedon theraw data.The BG however

cannotbe fittedwithamonocxponentialand theRC oftheBG

varies from 0.75 to (when BG >> BK) to more than 2.0 (when 0 • , .
BG <<BK). The initial value of RC is consistent with the 0 1

results obtained from the single isotope experiments. True Contrast[(BG-BK)/(BG+BK)]
Figure 2 represents the variations of the RC of the BG as a

function of the true contrast in the image and demonstrates the
importance of the radioactivity in the surroundings. Due to Fig. 2 Variation of the RC of the BG as a function of the true
the effect of scattered radiation RC factors greater than one are conu'ast in the phantom
observed when the activity concentration in the BG is lower

than that in the background (negative contrast). The noise on Our data also show that a constant correction factor cannot
this part of the curve increases as the activity in the BG be applied and the consequences of this result on the
decreases. Such situations however are unlikely in clinical evaluation of physiological parameters should be further
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' investigated. Indeed on the images of the distribution in time ....
of [F-18]-NMSP in the basal ganglia, the contrast usually 3e+4 I_
varies from 0.0 (just after injection) to 0.7 (4 hours after [_ + BG (meas.)

injection) which corresponds to a variation in RC from 0.90 to --¢- BG (calc.)
0.75. --"

In order to describe accurately the variations of BK and BG

with time we have tried to fit our data to the following '_ 2e+4

equations' ._
t_

BK = BKo.exp(-t.ln(2)ll09.8) (1)
BG = a.BKo.exp(-t.ln(2 )l l 09.8 ) + b,BGo.exp(.t.ln(2 )120.4) (2)

0

where t is the mid-scan time in minutes, BKo and BGo are the ._ 1,+4

initial activi_.y concentrations. Strictly speaking, using the ._
mid-scan time i_ incorrect since the radioactive decay follows <

an exponential decrease. However since our scans were 6.8
minutes long, the error introduced is 0.2% for the C-li
compartment. The parameter a describes the influence of the
background on the measurement of the BG while the the 0¢+0
parameter b describes the qmmtitation loss in the BG. Ideally a 0 100 200
should be equal to 0 and b to 1. We have reconstructed our Time (rain.)

dynamic data with three different algorithms. Table III reports Fig. 3 Comparison between measured, calculated and fitted time
the values of a and b (determined by non linear regression) activity curves in the BG
from the fit of each time activity curve generated. Using a

Ramp filter, which improves the image transverse resolution
from 8.5 mm to 6.0 mm, did change the parameter b from IV. REDUCTION OF THE DATA VARIATIONS
0.75 to 0.77 but did not affect the parameter a. Application of

a scattercorrectionhowever largely reduced the influence of the As we have discussed it in the previous section variations
background activity and reduced the quantitation loss in the in the measurement of the BG activity concentration are large
BG. These re._;ultssuggest that the scattered radiation is an in two situations • 1) when a small ROI is defined, 2) when
important component in the quantitation of the human basal the contrast with surrounding tissues is very high. Under

ganglia and that that the effect of the limited resolution is these conditions, measured values are very sensitive to small

mainly due its axial component, changes in axial position (2 mm) which are very difficult to
control in practice. This should be considered carefully

Table HI.

Variation of the bi-exponential parameters of the fit to the BG especially in light of the fact that part of the basal ganglia
time activity curve as a function of the reconstruction mode. (namely the head of caudate) is adjacent to the ventricles whichare usually devoid of activity.

_ In order to minimize these distortions we have defined
reconstruction mode a . b small circular regions of interest (5 pixels each) on ali the

- Harming filter, 0.13 0.75 tomographic slices where the BG appeared. Looking at the
no scatter correction numerical values we have selected the slices with an apparent

Ramp Filter, 0.13 0.77 concentration greater than 20% of the maximum value. In ali

no scatter correction five experiments when there was no background activity this
- Harming filter, 0.05 0.81 corresponded systematically to the selection of three

scatter correction _ contiguous slices. We then averaged the, three ROI values and
called this new measure the integrated ROI value. Table IV

Figure 3 illustrates the agreement between the model fit compares the results obtained with the single ROI (as
and the measured dam. Such an approach could be applied to previously defined) versus the Integrated ROI. For ali but one
the distribution of NMSP in the BG if the kinetic processes bed position the integrated ROI provides a stable value. The

undergone in the adjacent tissues can be described by an quantitation loss however is increased (from 25 to ,*3%)since
homogeneous function. A constant fraction of this function it reflects more the effect of limited resolution in the 3
could be removed from the BG time activity curve, directions.

A second technique has been developed in order to
overcome this major drawback. Ali pixels whose value was

greater than a given fraction of the maximum pixel value for
the study were selected to define the so called isodensity ROI.
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This technique has the advantage of being automatic but it
requires an unbiased calibration of each tomographic slice to be V. CONCLUSION
fully optimal. Although one would expect it to be very
sensitive to the statistical fluctuations associated with a single We have built a model of the human basal ganglia and
pixel value (namely the maximum) it provides stable results, characterized its recovery coefficient under various experimental
depending on the true contrast and on the threshold used, as can conditions on our tomograph. Our data illustrates the
be seen on table V. The number of pixels in the isodensity difficulty in trying to derive a single correction factor to be
region is variable and take into account the statistical applied on a measured value of activity concentration in the
fluctuations in the image. In ali cases the region formed was a BG. The RC is a function not only of the size and shape of
closed one except when the contrast was 0,55 and the the structure and the resolution of the counting instrument, but
threshold was 0.5. In that situation _veral pixels trom the also on its contrast with surrounding tissues and to some
background, randomly distributed, werceincluded in the region extent on its axial position within the tomographic slice.
and the resulting ROI value was unstable. The optimal Accuracy and precision of our data have been extensively
threshold to be used is then strongly dependant on the true discussed. Precision, which is important when reproducibility
contrast between the two regions. Using a threshold of 0.9 the is required for the correct interpretation of data, is affected by
RC was 0.72 + 0.02 (mean 4, SD ; CR=I.0) and 0.77 + 0.02 the contrast. The higher the contrast the more sensitive the
(mean 4- SD ; CR =0.55). This threshold is adequate at the value of RC is to mtspositioning. This can be improved by
two contrast levels but might be to lowat lower contrast. The using larger ROIs or by integrating measured values over

technique however could be used in conjunction with a mask several tomographic slices creating a 3-Dimensional ROI.
filter that would isolate the BG in the PET image to prevent However the decrease of variability is often accompanied by an
the selection of pixels not belonging to the BG. increase of quantitation loss.

Total recovery, under an_i_Conditions, can only be achieved
Table IV if the partial volume effect is re,duced and the effect of scattered

RC values for single ROI and integrated ROI radiation diminished (througt) direct rejection or through the
(single isotope experiments) elaboration of an adequate correction scheme). We have

shown, with data obtained from a dual isotope experiment, that

BED POSITION Single ROI lntegrated ROl a constant fraction from the background is added tothe
0 0.74 0.59 measured data in the BG. The consequences of such

1' 0.71 0.58 perturbations on the evaluation of physiological parameters
should be further investigated.2 0.76 0.54

1 i ..,. ,, ,,,= ..,
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